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The Oasis 9 habits

The Challenge
Over the coming weeks your task is to complete 
a series of tasks that are all related to the Oasis 
9 habits. 

For each of the Oasis nine habits there will be a task 
for you to complete. These tasks relate the topics 
you will be studying in high school. The booklet will 
be used ensure you understand each habit and how 
you would use it in your daily life.

Every student who returns to school with a 
completed workbook will receive a reward from their 
Form Tutor. Additionally, there are some numeracy 
and literacy tasks for you to be working on too. 

Recording your experiences
At the back of this booklet, there are some 
additional pages for you to further evidence the 
habits. This should be a visual way of showing your 
new knowledge of these habits. For example, a 
photograph or a poster.

For parents 
We hope that both you and your child find the 
activities both beneficial and rewarding, as well as 
memorable. The challenges should all be possible 
with a little help from adults and require little 
resource. If parents or siblings do want to join in then 
please do.

This booklet is designed to ensure that you make the most of 
your time at home, whilst preparing you for the beginning of 

your learning journey as Oasis Academy Lister Park. 

We understand that not being at school at the moment can make you 
feel nervous and that you may feel unprepared for what is to come at 
Oasis, this booklet will help you to prepare for your new school and 
some of the things you will be doing over the transition period.

Welcome

We look forward to welcoming you in September 2020!

Compassion

Joyful

Considerate Forgiving Self-controlled

Honest Hopeful

Patient Humble



What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word patient.
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Patient
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Write about a time in your life where you had to be patient.

Illustrate here...!

Task
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What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word compassionate.

Compassionate
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Research and create a fact file on a 
historical figure that has shown compassion.

Draw your research

Compassion

Joyful

Considerate
Forgiving Self-controlled

Honest
Hopeful

Patient
Humble

Task
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What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word considerate.

Considerate
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Research the Spanish festival ‘dia de los Muertos’.
1. What is the day for?
2. When does it begin?
3. How do you think this links to the habit of ‘Considerate’?

Task
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Visual reference here...
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Honest
What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word honest.

Compassion

Joyful

Considerate Forgiving Self-controlled

Honest
Hopeful

Patient
Humble
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Illustrate it here!
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Interview an adult about a time in their life where they had to be honest.
OR
Interview an adult and ask them about a time where they saw you 
show honesty.

Task
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Hopeful
What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word hopeful.
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Write a diary entry about what you are hopeful for in future 
at Oasis Academy Lister Park. 

Illustrate it here!
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Task
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Humble
What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word humble.
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Write about a sports person, famous author, actress, artist etc… 
who has exhibited their humble nature. 

Be creative...

Task
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Forgiving 
What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word forgiving.
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Write a story about forgiveness. 
OR
Create an acrostic poem using the word ‘forgiving’. 

Art area

Task
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Joyful
What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word joyful.

Compassion

Joyful

Considerate
Forgiving

Self-controlled

Honest
Hopeful

Patient
Humble
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Research a national event where the habit of ‘joyful’ is shown e.g.  
Comic Relief.

Drawing room...

Task
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Self-Controlled 
What does this word mean?

Write a sentence using the word Self-Controlled.
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Answer the following questions: 
1. Why is it important to be self-controlled in school?
2. What does the habit of self-control teach us about life?

Working out here...

Task
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The next few pages have been left blank for you to add any 
additional photographic evidence of you displaying any of the 
nine habits. 

Oasis 9 habits

Additional Habit Evidence
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This is a section full of authors and books that have been enjoyed 
by year 7 pupils. Please use these suggestions as a starting point 
to help you find something interesting to read over the summer.

Reading plays an important part in helping your 
brain develop and keep in shape, essential over the 
summer holidays if you are to arrive in September 
ready to learn. This booklet does not contain every 
possible book or author to look out for but it should 
give you some ideas.

If you are able, visit Taking part in the Challenge is 
good practice for our school Reading Passport which 
you will begin in September. Our pupils are expected 
to always carry a reading book wherever they go. 

You can also collect some valuable achievement 
points by bringing in to school your Summer 
Reading Challenge certificate at the beginning 
of the Autumn term.

Author Series/specific novel Genre Level

L.M. Alcott Little Women historical classic

Sophie Anderson The House with Chicken Legs folktales/family

Malorie Blackman Hacker, Pig heart Boy family/friends

Pseudonymous Bosch The Secret Series/ Bad Books series adventure

Frank Cottrell Boyce adventure/ comedy

John Boyne The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas war/historical challenging

Frances Hodgson Burnett The Secret Garden adventure classic

Meg Cabot Princess Diaries family/friends

Cathy Cassidy The Chocolate Box series family/friends

Grace Cavendish Lady Grace Mysteries mystery/ historical

Lauren Child Ruby Redfort series detective/crime challenging

Eoin Colfer Artemis Fowl series/W.A.R.P. fantasy challenging

Susan Cooper King of Shadows historical/ Shakespeare challenging

Jo Cotterill Jelly families

Sharon Creech Heartbeat family/friends

Gillian Cross The Demon Headmaster adventure/ science fiction

Sarah Crossan The Weight of Water Family/friends

Terry Deary Tudor Chronicles series historical

Lissa Evans Small Change for Stuart/ Wed Wabbit adventure/ mystery Award winning

Maz Evans Who Let the Gods Out? adventure/comedy

Anne Fine family/friends

Cornelia Funke Thief Lord/Inkheart adventure

Summer Reading ideas...
Transition 2020
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Author Series/specific novel Genre Level
Neil Gaiman Graveyard Book fantasy award winning/ challenging

Morris Gleitzman Two Weeks With the Queen historical/issues
Anthony Horowitz Alex Rider series adventure challenging
Anthony Horowitz Diamond Brothers series crime/comedy

Polly Ho-Yen The Boy in the Tower science fiction/ adventure
Gregory Hughes Unhooking the Moon adventure award winning

Eva Ibbotson The Star of Kazan adventure
Anna James Tilly and the Book Wanderers fantasy

Diana Wynne Jones Enchanted Glass/Howl’s Moving Castle fantasy
Suzanne LaFleur Love, Aubrey family/friends
Tanya Landman Poppy Fields is on the case crime

Caroline Lawrence Roman Mysteries historical
Michelle Magorian Goodnight Mr Tom historical classic

Simon Mayo Itch science fiction
Geraldine McCaughrean The Death-defying Pepper Roux adventure/ comedy

Hilary McKay Casson Family series family/friends
Cliff McNish The Doomspell Trilogy fantasy

Michael Morpurgo Listen to the Moon adventure/ historical challenging
R.J. Palacio Wonder friendships

Michelle Paver Chronicles of Ancient Darkness fantasy/historical
Tamora Pierce The Song of the Lioness Quartet fantasy
Terry Pratchett Children’s Discworld humour/fantasy
Sarah Prineas The Magic Thief fantasy/wizards
Philip Pullman Northern Lights fantasy challenging
Chris Riddell Goth Girl series mystery/ supernatural award winning
Rick Riordan Percy Jackson/ Kane Chronicles fantasy/ adventure
J. K. Rowling Harry Potter fantasy challenging

Katherine Rundell Rooftoppers adventure/families
Lauren St John Laura Marlin mysteries mystery/adventure

Angie Sage Septimus Heap series fantasy
Nick Shadow Midnight Library horror/ short stories

Jonathan Stroud Lockwood & Co supernatural/mystery
Mitchell Symons science facts

Jessica Townsend Nevermoor/Wundersmith fantasy
David Walliams family/friends

Jacqueline Wilson family/friends
Katherine Woodfine The Sinclair’s Mysteries Historical/mystery challenging
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The words in the table below are common words used by every 
subject at Oasis. Familiarise yourself by learning these words.

Word Definition

Adapt To make (something) suitable for a new use or purpose

Analyse To examine (something) methodically and in detail

Annotate To add notes to

Apply To use or put on

Assess To decide on the quality of something

Benefit An advantage or profit gained from something

Concept A plan or intention/ an abstract idea 

Consider To think carefully about (something)

Consist To be composed or made up of

Constitute To be (a part) of a whole

Create To make something

Define To state or describe exactly/ mark out the boundary or limits of

Describe To give a detailed account in words of something

Develop To grow or cause to grow

Distribute To divide among several or many

Establish To set up on a firm or permanent basis

Estimate To roughly calculate or judge the value

Evaluate To form an idea of the amount, number, or value of

Examine To inspect (someone or something) thoroughly

Explain To make (an idea or situation) clear to someone 

Explore To inquire into or discuss (a subject) in detail

Identify To establish or indicate who or what (someone or something) is

Indicate To point out; show

Investigate To carry out research or study into

Method A particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching something

Modify To make partial or minor changes to something

Promote To further the progress of something or someone

Research The systematic investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to establish facts and reach new conclusions

Sector An area or portion that is distinct from others

Understand To have the power of comprehension

Academic Vocabulary
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We thought it would be nice to put together some activities you 
could do during the holidays that involved maths, just in case you 
might be bored.

Keep a log of the activities you do and be ready to share in your 
tutor groups, when you start.

Summer Brain Teasers

Create a poster showing when you have used 

maths during your holidays. For example, money 

converting, suitcase weight, food shopping.
1

You have 42 days off! By choosing 4 numbers 

between 0 and 9 and using the 4 basic operations. 

Can you make the number for each day you are off? 

For example: 1 = 6 – 3 – 2 x 1 

 
and 2 = 7 – 3 – 2 x 1

4

Knowing your times 
tables is the most 
useful skill you 
can have ready for 
September. Use 
the link below to 
transport yourself to a mixture of time tables 
related activities:

www.transum.org/
Tables/Times_Tables.
asp

5

2How many triangles?

Can you solve the problem, what number does each emoji represent?

+ + = 20

+ + = 21

+ + = 17

+ + = ?

3

Mathematics
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Find us online

www.twitter.com/oasislisterpark

www.facebook.com/oasislisterpark 

www.oasisacademylisterpark.org

Contact us:

Associate Principal - Siân Dover

Oasis Academy Lister Park
North Avenue
Bradford
BD8 7ND

T. 01274 362050
E. LIS-transitions@oasislisterpark.org
W. www.oasisacademylisterpark.org


